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Points and Curves

1. Mark five points below.

Name.tb-em with the first five letters of the alphabet.

Mark a point on each curve.

Name each point with a different letter of the alphabet'

3. Put the letter P on the picture of the straight curve

from M to R.



-t.. Line SegMenti

A'
,Wri4._a name for this line s.egment.

Draw a line segment with

No.

2



Line Segments

4. Here are some line segments that have point F as an endpoint.

C

Oneline segment is named below.

Name four other line segments.

AF

5. DraW two line segments that have point W as an endpoint.

Name these line segments WX find WY.

Draw two more line segments that have W as an endpoint.

Name these line,segments WO -and 73.

Can you draw more line segments with W as an endpoint? Yes No



Line Segments

How many line segMents cari you draw

that have the two enOpOints, A and B?

7. Here is line segment. MN.

Mark two points on MN. Name them 0 and

MO- is one subset of MN

Name five other line segments that are subsets of line segment MN.

MO



Congruence e Segments

took.at the segments below.

Do you think AB is congruent to CD? Yes

Compare AB, CD, EF and show below what you find.

Make a ring around the right answer.

AB is cons vent to CD. Yes No

'is congruent'to EF. Yes No

. CD is congruent to EF.. Yes No

F



Congruence of Line Segments

AB is congruent to

G

is congruent to

is congruent to

6

12



Congruence of Line Segments

4.

AB is-congruent to

MQ is congruent to

; and

and

13
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Lines
(

1. Find the points E, C, A, B, D, and F named on the page. ,

Draw AB.

Draw CD.

' Draw EF. The line segment --ris-asubset of

--
AB a subset of CD? Yes No

Vin

411110 Cis +No
Draw EF. Is EF a subset of EF?

Is r EF a subset of EF?

04.
\Can you slow all of EF?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes

Some other names for EF are CA,

Write at least six other names below.

and DF.



Lines

The point k is named flow.

Draw five different lines through point R.

Mark and name another point on 'each line.

Name the lines you have drawn.

R

N.

Can many more lines be drawn through R? Yes

Mark two points below. Name them Q'

Draw QL

Can you, draw a different line through Q and. Z? Yes No

10
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Rays

ti

Here is a,piEture \of ray YZ-:

_

Name two points oh-, VZ.

Name ttre,endpoint of ray YZ.

Is the endpoint named first? Ves No

Name a line segment in the picture.

Does YZ go on from YZ in one direction only?

VP

O

rM

Yes No

Here is a "picture of a Line.

11

1



Rays . *

Here ano line.

st(

How many rays on the line can taave A as a endpoint?

Name three line segmerits on the line that

have A as an endpoint.
'

Draw a ra Name it

Is AB a subset of Al? Yes No

.Is BA another name for AB? Yes Na

.12



Rays,,

5. Mark the letter. .astbownto complete each Yenterice correctlyi

-A tine,s ent has

one endpoint

two endpoints

no endpoints
04. -.4.

A ray has

one'ndloint

Iwo endpoints

14,0,2aints

:A line has

one endpoint

two endckiints

ono eindpoints

The Kint ls.marked.below.

Draw fivt different rays above, each with endpoint Q.

13.

14.



1.. Here are fo,ur. rayS.

. - The rayare named AF, Q and KR.

'T.hese. rays ftrm Rio angles,.
; r

- A

Name the two angles.

Giveltwo other names for L-FA,D and LQKR

The vertex of L FAD - is point A.
I

Name the vertex of the/other angle,

Mark a point C betweeq K and R on ray KR.

Now write two nevftnames for LT/QKR.

2. Here is another angle.
.

Name this4! angle.

Name its vertex.

14
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5. Below is a picture of L BAC.

Mark another point on AB. Name it D.

Mark another point on AC and name it E.

Is AB the same ray as AD? Yes

Is. AC the same ray as AE? Yes

Is LBAC, the same angle as LEAD? Yes No

Is' BD a subset of AB? Yes NO

16

I
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Congruence of Angles

Is ,L ABC congruent to LDEF?

,LGHI congruent to L JKL?

Yes NO

17

Is LPQR congruent to L.MNO?

Yes No

23



Congruence of Angles

LACD congruent to LBER?

Yes No

is congruent to L.

is congruent to L

18

4



Right Angles and Congruence

1. The points F, L,. and 0 lie on a fine.

Make a tr=acing of one angle.

Test to see if the angles are congruent.,

Are LMLO and LMLF congruent angles? Yes No

. Are LMLO and LMLF right angles? ,Yes No

2. Test LPQR and' LPQK to see if they arescongruent.

Q R

Are LPQR and LPQK congruent angles? Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Do the points K, Q, and R lieon a tine?

Are L. PQR and L,PQK eight angles?



Right Angles, and Congruence

3: Test LTYS and LTYU to see if they are congruent.

)1\

Y
Art LTYS and LTYU congruent angles?

-

Yes No

Do ttuipointS S Y, and II lie on a line? Yes No

Ye NoAre LTYS. and LTYU right angles?

0

Here are three pairs of angles; the pairs are called A, B, and C.

A

C

Set B isone set of tongrue t angles.

Which other set looksflike a pair if congruent an

Tell by lcioking which pair of angles couli 1- right angles.

Tell by testing wh icrotfrer pair of angles are congruent.

Tell by testing which pair of,:angles are right angles.

20

26
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Forming a Right Angle

5. Here is one way to form a right angle.

Step 1--Think about folding the sheet along AB.

Step 2--Crease AB to show the, Tine segment AB.

Step 3--Think about folding the paper along CD
so that endpoint B fits exactly on A.

.Step, 4-,-Crease CD to show the line segment CD.

Step 1

Step- 3

Look at some of the curves and poin,ts we no

Segment CA is part of the ray

ye.

with endpoint C.

--io
. Ray CA and ray CD form a right angle.

The vertex of the right angle is

Name the right angle.

21

Step 2

Step 4



Right. Angles

6. We can use our right angle to draw other right angles.

Below is-ray AB with endpoint A.

Place the vertex of your right angle on point -.A..

Place one edge of your right angle along

Draw along the other edge.

Name this ray.

Name.this right angle.,

Draw another right angle using. AB and its endpoint A.

Name this angle. ,
What kind of curve did you form with the two rays you drew ?.

22



Right Afigles

Test ilese angles to find the right angles:

and are right angles.

is congruent to

8. Use your angle to test if LRST "and L.WXY are right angles.

4

Is LRST congruent to LWXY?

Do you think a right angle is always
congruent to another right angle? Yes

Yes

23
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Review

110
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Closed Ccirves

Mark an X on each closed curve.

r-

25



Simple dosed Curves

2. Draw a closed curve which is not s pie.

-

Mark a point where this curve crosses itself.

Color a sirriple closed curve that is a subset of your curve.

26



Simple Closed CurVes

3.

Is the curve a simple clased curve? Yes

Look at points A, B., C, D, E.

Write names of points which are inside the curve."

Write names of points which are outside the curve.

27
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Polygons.

Here are pictures of different polygons.

Use your pencil to connect each polygon with its name.

L
N

Triangle

Name three line segments on'the triangle.

Name each vertex of the triangle.

Name the sides of the quadrilateral.

Name Bch vertex of the quadrilateral.

Quadrilateral

Two quadrilaterals are shoWn below.

Connect them with their special names.

28



Review
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Congruence of Polygons

.1 Thesesipple closed curves are unions of line segments.

These kinds of curves are called , c

Can any of these polygons fit on each other exactly? Yes

Do you think polygons can be congruent when

they do not-have the same number of sides? Yes No

2. Two quadrilaterals a shown here.

Make a tracing of one curve.

Test to see if the sides and:angles of the tracing fit exactly
on the sides and angles of the other curve.

Do the sides fit exactly? Yes

Do the angles fit exactly? Yes No

Are the curves congruent? Yes No

a

30
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Congruence of Polygons

3.. These triangles are named LXYZ and LABC.

Do you think the triangles are congruent?

Make a tracing of LXYZ.

Mark the points X, Y, Z on the tracing.

Yes No

Can you fit the tracing of LXYZ on L1 ABC
without turning it? Yes

If you turn the tracing, Can it fit on LA BC? Yes No

Line segment XY is congruent to

Line segment YZ is congruent to

Line segment XZ is congruent to

Is L,XYZ congruent to'LABC?
.

31
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Congruence of Polygons

4.. H e are two rectangles.

We 01 call one rectangle ABCD.

Make a tracing of ABCD,

Test to see if the tracing, fits exactly on EFGH.

Do the line segments fit exactly?

o you need to test the,angles for congruence?

_Is. ABCD congruent to EFGH?

Yes No

Yes ,No

Yes No

5. Put a cross in the two congruent figures in each row.

32



Inside, On,and Outside

1. A polygon with three sides Is called a triangle:

Name a point inside the triangle.

Name a point on the triangle.

B

Name a point outside the triangle.

2. Polygons with four sides are called quadrilaterals.

`41

Write 1 in the rectangle that is not a square.

Write 2 inside the square.

Write 3 just outside each quadrilateral.

Mark X on each rectangle.

33
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'Interior and Exterior,

ti Mark a point- J in the interior Of this curve.

Mark a point C on the curve:,

Mark a point D Erj the exterior of the_ curve.

Color the triangle, but notits interior.

Color the interionwsing another color.

4 0



'interior and Exterior'

3. Name two,pOints in the interior of this figure.

Name two points in the exterior`e&this figure.

Without crossing the figure, can you draw a curvf
Nofrom A to B?

4.
from A to C? I Yes No

Yes No

frOrn', B ,to C? Yes No

from B to Yes No

from C to D? Yes No

Can any curve in a plane pas from the interior of a simple

closed curve to its exterior Without crossing the curve? Yes

Yes

_from A to D?

35



Regions

Here is a rectangle.

Color the curve.

Color the interior using a different color.

When we think of a curve and its interior, we call
the figure aregion.

,2. Below are several regions and names for regions.

Regions will be shaded in this book.

Pair each region with its correct name.

Quadrilateral region

Circular region

Triangular region

4

36



Regions

Draw a triangle.

Color the triangle yellow.

Color the interior of the triangle red.

The region shown is a triangular region.

f

4. Draw AD, DB, CB, and AC.

D

Underline the correct names for th.e figure you drew.

(1) a simple closed curve

42) a polygon

. (3) a triangle

-(4) a quadrileteral

(5) a quadrilateral region

37
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Right Triangles

Here are triangle ABR and line segment BD..

Are Z.BDA and. LBDR congruent? Yes

Are L BDA/ and 4 BDR right angles? Yes

Name two right triangles.

Are these right triangles congruent? Yes

44
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Isosceles Triangles.

Is HM congruent to MT?
N

How, many congruent sides does A HMT have?

Is A HMT an isosceles triangle?, ;

Yes

Yes ti

2._ 'Make a tracing of , A MIT.

Fold it so that th,e tracings of MH and MT 'fit on each other.

Is Z,MHT congruent to L MTH?

How many congruent angles does A HMT hire?

-Yes No

3. An isosceles triangle has

congruent angles.

congruent sides and

fi

39
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Equilateral Triangles

Mark off RS on the edge of a sheet of paper..

Is your copy of RS congruent to RT? Yes No

Is i,RST an isosceles triangle? Yes No

Is your copyof RS also congruent to ST?, Yes NO

Are the tree sides of thiS trian-glp congruent? Yes No

The special kind of isosceles triangle with all three sides

congruent is called an equilateral triangle.

Is an equilateral triangle always an isosceles triangle? Yes

40
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Review

.40***.
1. Figure ABCD is a square.

Draw AC.
IA

'C'ra

Name the two triangles you see.

Is LACD an isosceles Airigle?

'Name its corkgrupnt
4

and

Is 6,ACII 4.tithoxi401
.%1

Is 6,ACIY7 isi 4 ;`f ht triangle?

Is 6,ACD .alreq9110 tee al triangle?
p.

Do you th inkA 'A'AcD ,,ariff"-4.ttb B ',are ongruent?

Yes.

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No



Review

2.. Look at quadrilateral -ABCD.

Draw AC.

Is AACD isosceles?

Is AACD a right triangle?

Is AACD equilateral?

Is AACB equilateral?

Are a, ETC, CD, and DA congruent?

Is ABCD a square?
0

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No.

Yes No



Review

3. Lookiat quadrilateral ABCD.

Is LADC, a right angle?

Is LABC a right angle?
Yes

Yes

No

No

4. Draw AC above.

Is 6ADC a righttriangle?

Is ,n'ADC isosceles?

Is 6,ADC congruent to LABC?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

43
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Subsets

GIRL APPLE GREEN BANANA

BLUE GRAPE BABY, PURPLE

GRASS BOOK PLATE . BLACK

Set A

The words in the box that begin with a are a subset of Set A.

List the members of this subset.

The words that begin w3h b are alsa a subset of Set A.

List the member's of this subset.

Ring the words that begin with p. How many members in this

subset?

4. \Describe the subset whose members are words/that begin with z.

Ring the words that begin with 91. How many members in this

subset?

List the members.

45



Union of Sets

1. How many members are in Set A?

2: How many members are in Set B?

Set B

3. Think of joining Set A and Set B.

\When we join two sets we have,a new set called the union of_the
tki. sets.

Draw a picture for the union of sets A and B.

4. How many members are in the union of sets A and B?

Write an equation for the two sets and their union.

46-



Union of Sets

Sett X . Set Y

How many members are in Set X?

How many-members are in Set Y?

Draw apicture for.the union of sets X and Y.

Set Z

Write an equation for X and Y and theirrunion.

10. How many members are in Set Z?

11. braw a picture for the union of sets Y and Z.

5

12. Write an equation for Y and Z and their union.



Remmiing a Subset

1. Look at these pictures.

Set A

How many members are in Set A

How many members are in the subset being removed ?.

Draw a picture of the set that would be left when Subset B, is

removed from Set- A.

Noll(' many members are in the set remaining when Subset B is

removed from 5et A?

5. Write an equation which describes the set remaining.

6. Look at these pictures),, Ring a subset in each picture and write an

equation for the set remaining.

I P

48

Jane Bob
Sally Mary.
Joe -Ann
Bill Charles



Union of Sets

Set A _= {lamb, pig, dog

Set- B = {cow, cat}

Ring the set that-is the.uriion of sets A and B.

{lamb, horse, pig, dog, cat}

{lamb, pig, dog, cat, caw}

{lamb, pig, dog, cat, goatf

{cow, cat, lamb, dog, fish}

C = {book, Rend!, eraser, crayon}

Set D {clip, tape, ruler}

Ring the set that is the union of sets C and D.

{crayon, ruler, pencil, eraser, tape}

{clip, ruler, book, crayon, 'pendil,, erater, tape}

{tape, ruler, book, pencil, eraser,. crayon, chalk}

Set' E = {rubber, tin, doll}
,

Set F ---;{ball, kite, bat, Oar}

Set- G is the union of sets E. and -F.

Ring, set G.

{rubber, tin, ball, car, doll; car, kite}

{ca i'l rubber, tin, doll ball, kite, calf}

{kite, doll, ball, rubber, tin, car, bat}
,n



Remqving a Subset

T.

1. Set R = {dressy Mt, sock, shoe, coat}

q,,et ? is a subset of Set R.

4 Set T ofstioe, sock}

Ring tip se remaining When Set T is removed from Set R.

fsqck,, shoe {coat, hat, dress} {hat, shoe, coat}

Set V = {doiwagon, ball, house, crayon}

Set W crayons .

44.

?-

Ring fhe set remaining when Set W is removed from Set W.
. 7

{house, dog, cat, ball} . {crayon, ball} {wagon, doll, house

3. Set F = {0,,1 2, 3; 4, 5, 6}

Set G 4, 2, 0}
TF

Ring the set remaining'whenSet- G is removed from. Set F.

t 3}{3} {2, 3, 4, 7}

Set H = ) 2, 3,1'4, 5,' 6; 7, 8}

Set K is.the set of rlumiNg less than

List the members ofSet 1C.

-Ring the set remaining when Set K is removeVrorn se H.

,..t5., 6, 7, 8)- 16, 7, 8} 1, 2, 1, 4}

50.



5. Set P = {11, 12, 13;14, 15}

Set X is the set of numbers less than 12 in set P.

List the members of Set X.

Ring the set remaining when Set X is removed from Set

{12, 13, 14, 15} {13 14, 15.} {14, 15}

6. Set) M = {20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 }.

Set H is the set of numbers greater than 23 .in set M.

List the members of Set H.

Ring the set.rerriaining when Set H. is removed from Set M:

{20, 21, 22, 23} {24 25} {20, 21, 221

,

51



Intersection of Sets

M gin
Street

IR 11

)'
41,

75°

Oak
, Avenue

Use the picture to answer these questions.

How many cars are on Main Street but not on Oak Avenue?
Color.each of these cars red.

How many cars are on Oak AVenue but not on Main Street?
Color each of these cars green:

How many cars are on Main Street and on Oak Avenue
at the same time?
Color each of these cars blue.

Total number of cars in the picture:

Total number of cars on Main Street:

Total number of ,carston Oak Averme:

Numberof cars in the intersection' of Main Street
and Oak Avenue:

Explain each of these sentences in relation, to the picture:

4 -+ 3" + 2 = 9

52



Here is a picture of a set of girls:

How many_girls are in each of these subsets:

The set of gills with bows and jump-ropes.

The set of girls with bows but without jump-ropes.'

The set of girls with jump-ropes but without bows.

Are each two of these three sets disjoint?

Write an equation for the number of girls all together using the
numbers of girls In the three subsets:

Draw-a ring around each of these sets:

The set of girls with bows. This set has memb,ers.

The set of girls with jump-ropes. This set has members.

Are these two sets disjoint?

Mk many members are in the intersection of these two sets?

Write-an equation for the picture..

53



Here are some sets:

(e)
Set A Set B

Are sets A and B disjoint sets?

Him can you tell?'

HQW many members are there-in set A?

---:-.016w many members are there in set 8?

Hqw maiy members are there in the
IritersectiOn, of set A and set B?

1,19w.rnarly therribers..are there in the
*n ion of :set ,Vand ;set -B?

4. Here are some more sets:

Set Y Set Z

How many members in Set Y?

How many members in the intersection
of sets Y and Z?

There are 12 members in the union
of sets Y and Z.

How many members in set Z?

Gr,

54



Comparing Sets

A

AA
A A

1) There are more sqUar:IS:than

Show by pairing that corre

2) There areas Many:4,

Show'bypairing that'; otir,ansWer'is correct:

3). .Isltiet set Of ectuiiialent to the set of

44. Hpw.many riie011)00:inithei-Set;

5

6) ow does tiie.numberline help you remember that:

(a) 11' is greater than ,10?,

( 1 '8- is less than



Comparing Numbers

Write either < or > between each pair of numerals:

RemeMber:

15

15 19

21 , 17

35 31

28 21

75 80

53 55

-\)

7<9 is read

"7 is less than 9"

18 16

45 51

81 35

17 25

38

67 62

14 31

29 43

62
56

9>5 is read

"9 is greater than

23 32

72 67

89 73

76 84

43 25

28 39

17. 37

34 Z6

62 47

99

I I



Using the Number Line

The set of whole numbers greater than 17 but less than 21 is
19, 20).

4.

17 18 19 20 21,

:The set of whole pumbers greater than 29 but less than .32 is
{

)
The set of whole'nukbers greater than

1 1.

but less than 41 is

The set or whole numbers greater than =52 but less than 55 is

The set of'Whcile numbers greaterthan 92 but less than 88 is

57



Intersection of Sets of Numbers

Set is the set of whole numbers
greater ihari 12 but less than 18.

Set B. is the set of whole numbers
greater than 9' but less than 16.

The members in the intersection of
sets A and B are:

Set A = {13, 14, 15, 16, 17}

Set B = {10, 11, 12, 13, 14:15'

-Set .R is the set of whole numbers
greater than 50 but less than 54.

Set T is the set of whole numbers
greater than 48 but less than 53.

The members in )fhe inter'section
of sets R and T are:

Set F is the set of whole numbers
greater than 47 but less than 53.

Set G is the set of whole numbers
greater than 50 but less than 57.

The members in the intersection
of sets F and G are:

Set F = I

Set G = I

4. Set X is the.set of whole numbers
greater than 79 but less than 85.

Set Y is-the set of whole numbers
greater-than 82 but less than 90.

The members in the intersection
:of sets -X and Y are:

Set- X = I

Set Y ={

58



Addition
e)

Chart

I

r

7

59

65



Relating $ubtraction to Addition

Fill in the blank. Then write theassociated addition fact.

13

11

Example: 10 4 = 6

C)

A

6 + 4 = 10

15

14

13 -.8

?



41i



MjscellapeoUs Exercfses

Addition and Related Sbtrtractiori



Partitions of a S of Ten Ittiii*gs

:Write arwequation.for h row.

4

10

10 = 2 .t

10 3 +

.10 4 +

10 5 +

10 ="4

rx

0 = .4" 3

Write an equAion for each row.

.6 61 6-

0 '
" 1_0_.r.
e-s

1.)- - ,0
r. f

. .

a

TA

S2. + 3 + .5 = 10

3°+ 5 .4- J 101`

;T.



f.4

Uting a Ten isfAdd4ion and Subtraction

loin some of the me rs of the sicono set to the first set to make
..oz 4,

arbup Oten.
e

,.,

. .. .

.'q
A e::: 0 , so

. 1 ee 0 01 00 ,4E.,.., 4 pee 0 000--
.;.

(3
- ; 1

it
P .

a. --- '- e.
rt: ?*: 44,- , , ,

r. 0 0 .000
0

fs,-
-, -t.'1, ' O(.O..lMe

.

a
0

0 *0
a
0

a t

O
-.7e.

....c0

.. ?..1..,

1

, 0
,:a

61 <$ =, 10 + li 5 +. .

LP1 = , ..i2,

,t,

,

J0
4,

0 c4 ya 5.. FINISH:- t + 1 +; 4 = 149° ai*cl A k*A A 8 + 2 + 4 = 14 !C ,
)01

,S

os

6 + . 14, + '' =1

AAA )4 AAA, .-i:'' -11' 5 + = 14 :

AAA rd.
e-iti kli,

I 0 ± st.L --'''' 3 + + 4
24.2

2 + + = 14
k.sr

1 + 4-,
=14 ,..

.
,

70



1-Z4

Utrig a Ten in Addition and Subtraction

Think of the sum of the two numbers as 10 and some ones.

+ 7 = 10 + 3 A- 5 =

= 10 + 1 8 + 6 =

10. 5 + .6

10.+ 4 +- 8

+ 4 +" 5

9 = 8, + 3 =

9 + 3 =

4 4... =

17.

It, L.F.

S'41

7'+. 7

A

ir



Pairs of Numbers

Complete this.chart.

Number'Pair
First Second
number number

Operation
Whole number sum-

ordifference

12

10 Not any

15

k

14

16

14 .

1:2

'ot any



Miscellaneous Exercise

Write two addpds- for each sum. Then change the order of the
addends. Use numbers less than 40.

12

16

67

17

6



Miscellaneous Exercises.

The sum of two numbers is .named in each larger.bo Below each

sum is one of the addendS. Name the".other addend. The Oritone

is done for you;

1 2
5

13

,4 : 4

?':"144is X.71.*.T.4":`'int

rrt;

'74
Ri





V P.

Miscellaneous Exercises

Fill in the blanks so that in each row the sum of4the first two numbers,

is the third number

;and

in each column the sum of the first two numbers is the third number.
.7

(4)

2
12

6
10

13

7

1.7



Miscellaneous Exercises

Fill ire the,charts by finding the sum of,pairs of numbers.

71



Miscellaneous Exercises

Make: these sentences true by using

= , < or >.
7 + 6

5 + 8

Make thesetrue by using and

r<

< 7

.> 8 2

<

7. 14 ,\ 3 >
co

8. '9 8 <

9. '17

13. 5 + 8

14. 4 +. 8

3 + 9

16: 6 ±4

6

8 + 3

8 + 5

6 + 5

9 + 3

7 A- 3

10. 21 8-`1

11. 28

12.

> -15 8

34 7 < 25 1

79 24 149 57

56, 29 < 12 14

89 45 >13451
201 98 > 30.0 56



Miscellaneous Exercises

Fill in the blanks with the correct numerals:,

Begin at the-left and go clockwise.



Miscell

Fill in the

us Exercises

and ring.

Given addend plus other addend equals the sum named in the_

third ring. Example: 2 + n =

n

74



Miscellaneous Exertises, ,

Find the sum by adding the number named in the center

ring to a number .named in the second ring. Write the

sum in the outer ring.

Find thedifference by, subtracting a number named in the

second ring from the nurp ed in the center ring.:

For example: 13 5



11111 el. I

tens, ones

. or

(



0,

Hundreds, Tens, and On'es

Complete each of these.

. 1 one trundred

o.
1

10. ten§ 1 ten,

4,1 ,

. s

10 ones

186: hundred, tens;-,-and ones

opes.342: hundreds, tens, and

203: , hundreds tens, and

230: h u nd reds, tens, and

hundreds, 2 tens, and

hundreds, 9 tens,

hundreds,

liundce

.

f

tens,,

and

and

lens, end

77

6

ones.

ones

ones'

ones

4 ones

SNIP

3

A
s

ti

Vit

It



u,ndreds, Tens, and Ones

X X X X X X X:X . X,,
X X X X X X XX x
X X X X X X X X X X:., -"' \,< X
X X?:<X X X X X X'X'ii X ,...X
X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X,X X X X X X '"? XI'' X 0

s x x x x x x x x x x x x
x x x,x x x x x x x
xex x x x"x x X x X

,,,x x x x x x x x x x

in the blanks:

563 = 5'00

24r=

4.86

-625 =

:700 40

4 500 90
4+.

60

800 0 + 2

78



Ihndreds, Tens, and Ones

Fill the blanks.

847 = 800 +

235 =

670 =,,

999 =

419 =

306

20. 100

=- , 6 30 + 800

= 200

603 =

'476

-875=

570 =

409 =

88.8

2 30 +

600

80. + 900

+ 200

;

s

79.



Place Value

An abacus can us represent a rcumber.

II -

'Show? 472 on' tifis abacus.,
4,) 6

..412 =4 - tt4+
pqU

Show 817' on tlifs.abacus..

817 = . +

P.

4

30

.1



200 + 50 + 12 = 263.

A'set of ten



X00. f 40 + 2 242

Show oriesetoften as a set of ten ones. 4c;

PWrite.the new Name.

.hOW:Vne..hOrittred a:.Set. .*ten:

Write the new name.
.

,e 80 + 0 7 780

Show one set of ten as a set of ten ones.

'...:Write.the new name.



'68 = tens +

or tens +

ones

ones

94 = tens + ones

or tens + ones

39'= tens + ones

or tens. + ones

62 s + ones

Or tens 4. orfes

49 = tens. + ones

or tons +' ones

'57 = tens + ones

Or tens-+ ones

84 = tens + ones

Or tens + ones

71 = tens one

10F thins + ones

96 = tens + ones

or lens + ( ones

74 = tens .+ ones

Or tens?"41 ones

83

4 .



Nping a Number in Different Ways

O

Complete the following sentences.

357 = 3 hundreds +

or 3 hundreds +

or 2 hundreds +

"-
ens + 7 ones,

tee + ones,

tens + 17 ones.

268 = tens +hundreds + ones,

or r'2 'hundreds + tens +' ones,3

or 1 hundred tens + 18 ones.

1,569 = tens + 9 ones,

or 4- hundreds + tens + 9 ones,

or hucndreds + 15 tens + 19 ones.

Write 426- in three other ays.

Write 752 in three other ways.,

9 b

0.



Renaming a Number

Match the expanded form with thetandard form. For example,

(A) 100 + 40+ 3 = 143,-. so A is placed in the blank beSide 143.

"D 900 + 2.0 + 2

E. 300 00 + 7

F 600 110 +
v

-100 4. .30 + 13

H 200. +.1 :0 +

400 + 90 1

.600 10 +

500.+' 8.0.+ 2

700 00.+

700 ."60 + 4

200 1.00 4-

5,00 +. 120. +,

7

$ob. +120 + 2:



Thousands-

The number , is represented on this abacus.

6 thousands + 2 hundreds + 4 tens + 7 ones

= 6000 + 200 + 40 + 7

Show 3465 on this abacus:

Thousands-Hundreds Teris Ones

3465 = thousand& + hundreds + tens + ones

.3465 =
st

1

86



..;c:Rer laming Niimbers

9:9



Thousands.

Complete each of these:

2748 =

5619 =

754,6

ones = 1 ten

thousands +

thousands +

thousands +.

thousands + 3

thousands + 0

thousands + 2

tens = 1 hundred

hundreds = 1 thousand'
0

hundreds + le& +

hundreds +

hundreds +

hundreds +

hundreds +

hundreds +

o.

,ones.

fen + ones

tens + ones'
,

tens + 0 ones

tens. + 4 ones

tens,, 6 'ones



Naming a Number in .Different Ways

Show /6549 on the abacus with

f, 4 ten and 9 ones.

6 thousands,

Show .6549 with only 5 Thousands:

Show 6549 with

Show '6549 with only 4 hundreds.-



Naming'a Number in Different Ways

1. Herb are some ways to name 3547.

3547 ones

35 liundr + 4 tens + 7 ones

3 + 500' 40 + 7

3500 +AO + 7



Names for Numbers

1. From the list below check ( all the Ways ornamit -6529.

a) 6, 529 ones

b) 652, :tens + nine ones

c) 6000 + 500 + 10 + 9

d).. 6000 + 1500 + 20 + 9

e) 5000 + 1500 + 20 + 9

"f) 65 hundreds+ 20 + 9.

6000 +. 400 7, 20 +. 9 tt

h) 6000 + 500 + + 19

Answer Yes or No.

a) 5, 324 is 53 tens and 24 ones.

b) 7381 = 600 + 120 + 8.

32 hundreds + 2 tens + 16 ones = 3236.

d) 537 = 400 + 13 + 7.

The number 2, 538 can be named in many ways. Write sompfof them.

2, 538:

,
91

t.

.



Using,the.Number Line -

TN

The set of whole numbers greater-than 28

129, 30, 31, 32}..

.

ti

ut less tha

The set of whole numbers greater,than 67 but less than 71 is

a. /
I

The set of whole numbers greater thIn 198 but less than:204 is

,

The set ,of whole numbers greater than 789 but lessthan 800 is

The setof whole numbers greater than 993 but less than 1002 is



100 150 200 50 300 .350 400

'JO

Write <; or > between each pai(vf numerals.

129 .156 . 391

175 200 f 402.

'235 167 156

253 350 287

450

343

380

'459

kv,
376 l 285

491 176

207 .377

176 53

500 1000 1500 2000 2500

.\ 500 1500

2090 1000

3500 2500

,4000 500

3520 2001

756 115 6 2763 3276

4051 4027

1,1776 1492.





The um Of TwO N mbers

Compute:

67 + 32

74 +A15 58 + 31

46 +-.53. 36 + 32



The Sum of Two Numbers

Compute:.

362.+ 507
.* 150'+ 249

743 +253 804 + 194

512 + 466 277 + 702-

9



The Sum of Two Numbers

Comp d,te:

127 + 651 504 + 265

1645 + 8253 7064 + 1825

8403.+ 896 3754 + 5005

97

103



The Sum-of Two Numbers

Mary has atouquet with.. 36 flowers. If Jill gives her a bouquet

. having 28 flowers, how many flowers will Mary gave? We may write:

36 + 28 =

Think of 36-`as:

El i- 0

to *
. , -

,

+ 6)
.

i

B. ,,Think of _28 as:

0

.

(20 + 8)

I. ,

.

C. Join the.tens:9 4%

sob - ..

*11e _ 4
.

(30 + -20)
,. .

a.

,.

° ,.....

Join the ones:

e
.
(6 + 8) .

..

Do you see that we have another setof ten when we join the ones?

Make a ring,around'a set of ten.

6+ 8= 10 +.
(30 + 20) + (10 +' 4) =

J.

98

T

I



1

E. Join.the new set of ten to ihe These are the ones.

other sets,of ten.

,.. di .
o.

Aoo
o , ' Co

(30 +, + 10)

0

s

(30 + 10) + 4 = 60 + 4 = 64

99

1 05



Renaming Ones

Mark those for which you would rename 0 ones as 1 ten.

100

1



The Sum of Two Number-s_)

Compute:

63 + 29

/1.

*-1

58 + 25

54 + 27

65 + 29

49 + 28

23 .+ 47

P7 101



The Sum of Tiio Numbers

compute:

76-1f 18

r'N

+ 1'9

a

0

1

59 + 38

(

35 + 46.

vir

41 + 9

102



The Sum of Two Numbers

Compute:

1) +_ 37

2) 46 28'

3) 37 + 55

4) 14 78

5) 25 + 69

6) 38. 47

7.1 65:+ 26

8) 1 47 + 37

9)

10)

11)

3 + 19

5 + 37

63

=

=

= .12) 15 + 75 =

= 13) 39 + 59 =

14) 28 +. .69 =

= 15) 47 + 39 =

= 16). 29+ 28 =

103

09_



The Sum of Two Numbers

Ann has 237 stamps in her stamp collection.

Her grandmother gave her 126 more stamps.

How.many stamps does Ann have now?

We write: 237 + 126

Thinl< of 237 as: Think of.' 126 as:*

NOIMMEM11111= M
Join the hundreds, then the tens, and thentlie ones.

Think of 13 as 10 +

So, 237 + 126 = 300 + 50 +- 13

= 300 + 60 + 3

= 363

We can write:

237 = 200 +'30 + 7

126 = 100 + 20 + 6

300 + 50 + 13 = 300 + 60 + 3 363

OR

Ann has 363 stamps.

104.

/ 0

I

O

237

+ 126
13

50

300

363



'The Sum of Two Numbers

Compute

538
+237

ecs

248
+ 125

347
+226 .

723
+158

707.
+105

349
+233

105



The Sum of Two Numbers,
.4

Compute:

106

1 I 2



,
it

The Sum of twq Numbers

Compute: 7

I

'4 204 + 567/

c

+ 2,36.
a.

753 + 239 546 + 329

724,-F 267 806 187

107-\

3





The. Su/ail:41w° Numpers

Compute:
.

L11 532 + 149
-2

" 304 177

3) 304+ 29

1

.4) 502 .+ 378

5) 37' +15.6

6) 848 + 129

7) 325 `+ 39

8) 2'07 + 308

9) 206 + 385

10) 81+ 19

11) 469 + 317

4, 12, 3 6 + 40-7

4.

I

t.

8

.1

131 409 + 21

14) 268,+ 206

4

-151 74 4, 4

i.

16), 67 2a8

17) 146 17726

18) 848, 108

19) 37 + 207

2Q) 475 +

21) 671 329

22) 106 + 87

-

23) 164 + 206

24) '129 + 69

109.

ti

f'



S.

-1 Vacation Trip

parentstooli to viit a park.

Th.ey.clrove 269..:miles the firstda

The second, day they went 317.. Miles.

-How far did they travel in 2 lays?

Ed s 14 different Odicdnse plates.

The,jLext qay he saw 9..
.

He claims he saw 24 in 2 days.

Did he? How do you know?

On Monday 406 cars went into th6 park.

On Tuesday 375 more, came in.

How many visited the park on Monday and Tuesday?

There were 14 bears and 8 deer along the road

Ed saw them.

How many animals did he see?

5. Ed ate -$6. 38 worth of food.

His share of the motel bill was $1 38.

What did his ttip cost his fat,her?



Findin g the Sub of Two Numbers

."'

Ann had 237 stamps in her collection.

Her grandmother gave her 191 more stamps.

How stamps does Ahn'have now?

We'write: 237 + 191

\Think of 237 as: Think of 191 as:

Join the hundreds, then the tens, and then the ones.

Think of 12'tens as 100 + 20.

So, 237 + 191

We can write:

237-= 200 +. 30
191 = 100 + 90

300 +120
400 + 20

r-

F- r
EE a

P
8

H

= 300

= 300

+ 20 + 8

00 + 20 8

400 + 20 + 8

+ 7 OR
237

+ +191
+ 8
+, 8 = 428 120

300
42 8

etnn_has 428 stamps.

I 1,
SO.



RerfamingTtnIOs

1)07 300--1-'1W. 8
,10 ,

40C+:7q + 8 = 478

2) 500 +111P

+

3)

4)

5)

.100 + 140 + 6
+

700 + 150 + 0

- --b

200 + 100 +

8) 600 + 160 + 6
+ +

9). 100. 100 +,5

112



Renaming Ten Tens

493

+215

39eP

+261

613

+ 196

384

.+263

794

+173

342

, +166

er

113



Renaming Ten Tens

783 .1- 643 495 + 192

4,9.6 + 2.13 = -384 + 57.1 .=

764+ 142= 135 + 284 =

43(i +176 327 292

".1

-114

I20



Renaming Ten Tens

Compute the sum.

395. + 282 784 -+ 192

651 + 263 493 +276

364 +'273
r
487 + 161

276 + 550. 386-+ 253

A A
124°



2.4 \-

1. Uncle JIM lives 170 miles fromPBoys' Town.

U.

Uncle Jim's Farm

Boys' Townis, 268. miles from WhiteCity:

Uncle Jim drove to White city, byway of Boys' Town.

How mahy miles did he travel.?

2. Jane,visited the farm.

She saw 76 cowsilon'g the highway..

Uncle Jim .has many horses.

She counted 52.

Did she see more than 10,0 animals?

. ,On the farm are 784 hens.

There are 20 roosters.

How many chickens, does Uncle Jim have?

List year Uncle `Jim made $475 In wheat.

The corn crop, was worth $450.

How much money did he make on grain?

The hired man put 170 bales'of hay in ,the barn.

He did the same thing the...next week.

How many bales of hay did he store? .

'116

'22



Renaming the

1) 93 48

93= 80 + 13-

2) 47

47

31 54

54

19

=

ft
1

)

28.

4) 6 3

.3

5)

6)

9.7 -.19 I

97

55 -26

71 74 5

74 =

.81 21-- 17

21 =

9) 36 18

.36 =

101 95 27

95`.=

11) 71 38

71 =

12) 65 '- 48

13) 44 19

44

14) 52 i9

52 -



Computing the Difference Between Two Num rs

.75 28 =

75
28

60 +
(20+

+ 7 = 47

68 29. =

68
29

84 16 =

84
16

46 27 =

46
-27

53 24

53
24

35, 17 2

I

35
-17

92 65 =

92
65

62 48 =

62
48

118

4



Computing the Difference

92 85 94 -76=

r \

56 2 39 = 75 58 = I.

25 17 = r.

29. =

119



Computing the Difference

75- 39= 53 ; 34 =

64 18 63 17 =

ti

82 24, = 812

At, 7
120

126
4



Findi g the Difference Between Two Numbers

46 and 19

92 and .47

53 and 26

.25

84 and 35

74 and 39

82 and 25

43 and 25

51 and 26

67 and 39

45 and 16

52 and 19

2

127



;

The Birthday Party

1) Bill invited 35 children to his party.

Yesterday his mother bought a package of balloons.

There were 18 balloons in the package. 01-.

Bill wants to give each child a balloon.

How many more ballons does he need ?

2) There are 50 candles in a box.

Bill is 8 years old.

How many candles will not be used?

31' Bill received 29 gifts.

How many children did not bring a gift
G.

4) John brought Bill a box of marbles.

Bill had .56 marbles.

NOW he has 94

How many marbles were in the box?

5) There were 19-boys at the party.

How many girls were there?

122

128



Finding the Difference Between Two Number

Wayne has 385 stamps. He put 152 of em in a mp book.

F.ow many more does he have to put in the stamp book?

We write: 385 152 =

Think of 385 as: 300 + 80 +

- 11
"1"

..
;

We want to remove 152.

Think of 152 as 100 + 50 + 2

Think of removing 152 by ringing

5 sets of=ten, and 2 sets of one.

set of one hundred;

Write the numberof members in the set that is left.

hundreds,

We can write this:

tens, ones.

300+ 80+5
(100 + 50 + 2)
200 + 30 + 3

Wayne has . more stamps to put in his book.

123

-
0
O .



Computing the Difference Between Two Numbers

534 123 = 758 325 =

947 314; 862 531

428 216 753 443 =

69&-- 264

N

589 263 =

124



The Difference Between Two Numbers

Compufe:

4
384 162 = 765 334 =,

987 234 = 905 704 =

879 -- 235 = 548 275 =

-- 374 152 = 384 - 163.=

125

1. 1



Renaming the

1) 448

448

129

= 400 + 30 + 18

2) 572

572

227

=

3) 740 235,

740 = +

4) 571 329

571. =

5) 884 ,- 366

884 = +

6) 793 458,

793 = +.

7) 366 - 138

366 =

8) 857 248

857 =

+

r.
t

126

1 2



Computing Differences

672

- 235

591

347

894

488

7.50

237

127

133



Computing th Difference Between Two Numbers.

348 X29

761 356 .

532. 318

974 538

883 647

128

134



Finding Differences

Find the difference betweeneach pair of numbers.

1) 391 and 269

21 99:4., and 26L

3) 792 and 269

4) 545 and -237

5) 434 and 329

N. 6) 289' and 16$

7) f 678 and 339

8) .387 and 178

9). 963 and 238

10) 852 and 548

129



Rena Ming the Sum

I) .327

327 = 200 .+ 120 + .7

4

2) 809 582.

809

3) 548 296

548 =

`4) 739 546

739.=

\ 5) 610 250.-...

610 ,
,

+

g

'r

6) 768, 473

768 =

7). 346 1.173

34.6 go'

8) 218 192,

218

130



Finding Differences

Find the difference between each pair of numbers. )

1) 349 a nd 184

200 + 140 + 9
(100 + 80- + 4
100+ 60 +5 =

6) 539 and 284

2) 901 acid 290. 7) 504 and 242

3). 847 and 283 , 8) 928 and 296

4) 638 and 293
4.

9)

5) 427 and. 295 10) 650 and 180

131



Computing the Difference

615. 283

T19 237

476 285

Ir

827 265

132



Computing the Diffei-ence

514 123 :

947 254

428 286

618 264 s

72$ 375

133

139



Computing the Difference

871 390

t.

708 345

a

557 213

469. 283

673 280

134
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What must be renamed?

1) 347 128 100

2) 814 381 100 10

3) 73 48 100 10

4) 132 29 100 10

5) 49 27 100 .10

6) 205 91 100 10

---71981 257 100 10.

- 391 100 104

59 100 4 10

291 - 100 10

239 100 10

-.397 r .100 10

8) 604

9) 876

10) 603

11) 540

12) 809

135

14 I
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Some Problems to Solve

969 children go to our

school. There are 175

in the first grade. How

many are not in the

first grade?

are not.

The third grade gave

$3.30 to the Red Cross.

This was $.50 more than

the sixth grade collected.

How much did the sixth

grade give?

They gave

136

-142

The baseball team played

162 .games. They lost 91

of them. How many did

they win?

They won ,; games.

Joe is reading a book. The

book has 302 pages. He

has read 150 pages. How

many pages are left to read?

He has pages to read.



Problem Solving

Jerry had blocks. Beth had apples.

1_,-.How'mqny

He found blocks. She gave apples to Bill

How many blocks does

Jerry have now?

apples does

Beth have?
,

Jerry has blocks. Beth has apples.
,

..,,,, . .

,

Sue neat bags.

,

t, .1 °

.

Mother had cookies.,..

..,_,

4

,..

. .

,'. \

..

She has bags. Father took of them.

How many more bagS,doe%
,'s J

she need?
I

.

,

How many cookies does

Mother have now?

.
.,,,,,

Sue needs s .,. other has cookies.
.

, .

.



Problem Solving.

Judy and Susan were playing house..

Judy brought out 9 toy plates.

Susan brought out 15 toy cups.

How many more cups than blges

did the girls have.?

Draw pictures to help solve
the problem.

cups c.7) LP L,b

7 J `-b L-1) LP
I

plates

There were more cupthan plates.

Bob and Kim went to the store to buy some candy.

Bob got 12 pieces of candy.
Bob's candy

Kim got 18 pieces of candy.

Find how many more pieces of candy

Kim had than. Bob had. Kim's candy

Kim had more pieces of candy.

4r,

138

14



Solving Problems

Jan.and Mark were going to play garage.

Jan had 12 toy trucks.

Mark had 21' toy cars.

How many more cars than trucks werethere?

There were more cars than trucks.

2. Bill and Glenn were going to the store.

Bill had 33 cents.

Glenn had 18 cents.

How many fewer cents did Glenn have than Bill had?

Glenn had fewer cents than Bill had

Susan's mother has 2 dozen pencils.

Susan has 9 pencils.

How many more pencils does Susan's

mother have than Susan has?

Susan's mother has more pencils.

139

145
I



Jack ate 12 pancakes.

Father ate 9 pancakes.

Father ate how many fewer pancakes than Jack?

I

'Yather,ate 1 fewer-pancakes.

Sally and Beth have 22 books.

Bob and Jim have 17 books.

How many more books do the girls have

than have the boys?

The girls have mote books.

Twenty-five crows were sitting on a fenee.,

Forty-one cows were in the field.

How many fewer crows than cows were there?

There were fewer crows than cows.

140
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Tom caught

-Father and Mo er ear caught 8 fish.

Find how many mo e fish Torn caught than

his parents caught.

Torn caught more fish than his parents caught,

There were . 43 ekn and 28 oak trees..

in the park.

How many more elm t ees.than oak

trees were in the park? '

There were more elm trees than oak trees.

141
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Solving Problems

Find the answer and write the answer sentence.

Miss Brown had 78 sheets of .red paper

and 29 sheets of blue paper.

Find how many fewer sheets of blue

paper than red paper Miss Brown had.

Miss Brown askqd Judy to get the

paint brushes.

Judy got 32 *wide brushes and 19

narrow brushes.

How ny more wide brushes than

narrow rushes did she get?

The first box of colored chalk had

43 pieces.

The second box of chalk had 28 pieces?

How many more pieces were in the

first box than in the second box?

142 ,
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Miss Brown said that she had 63

pairs of scissors and that Miss

Stone had only 38 pairs of scissors.

How many fewer pairs of scissors did

Miss. Stone have than Miss. Brown had?

In the A parking lot there were

247 cars.

In the B parking lot there were'

173 cars.

Find how many more cars were in the

A lot than in the B lot.
-)

ee

There were 97 sport cars in the A lot.

There were 129 stdndard cars in the A lot.

How many fewer sport cars than standard

cars were there in the A lot?

There were 67 sport cars in the B lot..

There were 96 standard cars in the B lot.

Find how many more stan rd cars than

sport cars were in the B l'' t.



All together there were .150 station

wagons in lots. A and B.

There were 31 trucks parked there.

How,maimore station wagons than

trucks wer there in the lots?

144



P-roblem Solving

WritQ the equation that will help lye the problem.

Put the ( 1 where they belong in your equations.

Judy had 6 records

She bought 3' more records.

On the way home she broke, 2 records..

Kew many records does Judy have now?

::: (6#3)

n

Jim had )2 shirts and his mother bought
neishirts for him..

His' grandmother serit a new shirt for
birthday.

.Now how many shirts does Jim have?

Beth borrowed 6

That afternoon she
to Susan.

Then she borrowed
Arry.

How.many borrowed craydns does Beth have?

crayons frorfi,,Susan.

returned 4 crayons

5 crayons Irom

Mrs. White had only 4 eggs so she
bought a dozen. eggs.

How many- eggs did she have aftershe
put 6,,veggs into a cake?

rb

1,,

145

:eg



14 cars wereln the parking.iota
'441

411

6 ears came to,p8rk and 4 .cars
"drove away.

Ffbw many part were in the parking
,I9t Utter)?

,
iter

, Mr. Black 'liar-Ad 4 oak trees.

Next heplahted 3 maple jrees.

Last of all he played 5- elm trees.

Hayti many trees difl he plant?

Mother made 8 red aprons and
5 blue'aprons.

She gave /4 blue aprons away.

How many aprop does.she have now?
Tr

s_Sally,had 12 cents.

She gave 5 cents to Bill.

Later Father gave ,,3 .cents t9 Sally.

How many cents does Sally have now?
. )

4.

o



Set 1

Solving Problems

Write an equation and complete the answer sentence.

1. The popcorn man had 75 bags of popcorn to sell.

At the end of the day he had 17 bags left.

How many were sold?

bags of popcorn were sold.

Bill and 13111 counted cars as they walked home.

Bill counted 67 .cars and Bob counted 86 cars..

How many cars'did they both count?

They counted cars.

In a spelling contest Jim's team made 32 points.

Henry's team made 17 points.

By. how many points did Jim's team win?

Jim's team won by points.

Sue picked flouters for her'teacher.

She picked 49 daisies and a dozen tulips.

How many flowers did she pick?

Sue picked flowers for her teacher.

147



Set 2
Solving Problems

Write an equation and complete the answer sentence.

William has 14 pencils. If his mother gives him 12 more,

how many pencils will he have?

William will have pencils.

.1
James is 21 years old. He Is 13 years older than his brother.

How old is his brother?

His brother is years old.

John's teacher has 25 pieces of chalk; If she gives John

8 pieces, how many will she have?

She will have pieces of chalk.

If Pete spends 250 on orange's and 310 on bananas, how

much will he have spent on fruit?

He will have spent on fruit.



The Carpenters' dog Miter just had 10 puppies. Their

other dog, Fido, had 6 puppies a month agd. How many

puppies did kith dogs have?

Both dogs had puppies.

Mr. Barton is 40 years old. Mr. Hill is 19 years old.

How much older than -Mr. Hill is Mr. Barton?

Mr. Barton is years older t Mr. Hill.

If Mr. Jackson catches 14 fish and his wife catches 15

fish; how many fish do they catch in all?

They catch fish.

Mickey hit 54 home runs. He hit 20 more than Dave.

How many home runs did Dave hit?

Dave hi home runs.

. 149
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9. Tim had 13 pears. Jeff gave him 4 apples. How many

pieces of fruit does Tim have now?

Tim has pieces of fruit.

A football club has 30 members. Only 14 members played in

their big game. How many members did not play?

members did not play.

11; Roger is '18 years old. He has a liother named Max.

If the sum ofRog,e6 and Max's ages is 32, how old

'Is Max?

Max is years old:

12. Timothy needs 980. He has 250 n6w. How much

will he have to earn before he has 980?

He must earn

-j50



13. Bill had 50 marbles. He gave Jerotne of,them.

How many marbles does Bill haVe'.60?

Bill has marbles.

14. Mr. Singer has 40 chickehs., ught aChickeh

house that can hold 90- chitke.6:,1491A1Mailynore

chickehs will he need tO11114:9i,C h.hquse?

PattYhad gave her. 16 more

and.hbvt she ;hes 34 tiOwArtafiyifid,'She have at ffrst?'

-Slie.bad

1 _There were 43 trees iikt.oije,isfeeet.' On another street
,
there were ''56 trees How rhany trees were there on

both streets?



Solving Problems Set 3

Write an equation and an answer sentence.

a

Mary's sister was 15 yearI old. Mary was 5 years

younger than her sister. How old was Mary ?

The boys in Mrs. Tones' class wanted to play baseball. They

needed ..1*.inembers for two teams. There were only 11

boys on the field. How many more boy were needed before the

game could begin?

Carol had to walk 9 blocks to school. 'Jane had to walk 13 blocks.

VVhich girl had to walk farther? How-many more blocks did she

have to walk?

152



Alice's, new baby sister weighed only 7 pounds. Alice

weighed 35. pounds. How many more pounds did Alice

weigh than her baby sister?

Susi0 baked 2 dozen cookies. She needed 3 dozen for

the .class party. How many more cookies did she have tobake?
There were 34 children in the class. Nineteen of these .

were boys. How many girls were in the class?

153
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Sixty-two children had parts in a play. There were. 80 parts

to be filled. How many more children were needed?

George and Jerry rode their bikes 22 blocks from-Jerry's

house to the store. On the way home George stopped at

his housewhich was only 7 blocks from the > e. How

many more blocks did Jerry have to ride to get hom ?

Linda has earned 25 cents. She wants to buy'a lea set

that costs 59 cents. How much more money does she

need?

ro

154



*Overlapping Sets

1. Here are three,circles A,

Ce)vo:
(a) Find a point that is inside all three circle. Mark that

point with a dot

(b) Now find a point:that is inside circles B and p;ot t

.'outside circle, A. Mark this point with a small X.

(c) , Now find a point that is inside circle B but outside circles

A and C. Mark this point with a small o.

(d) Now find a point that is outside all of the circles. Mark

this point with a small box.

Here are two'circles.

(a) Put fiveAots in the regionothat is inside both circle§.

(b) Put three dots inside circle A but outside circle B.

(c) Put four dots inside circle B but outside circle A.

How, many dots are in circle A?

How many dots are in circle B?

HtPmany dots are in thd picture all together?
;

How many dots are both in circle A and in circle B?
155
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Can you put, -3 dots in this picture so that there are exactly

2 dots in circle A and 2 dots in circle B?

What is the smallest number of dots u can put in this picture

and still have five dots in circle A d four dots in circle B?

It is rainy today, so each pupil I Miss Black s.class has brought/

either a raincoat or an umbrella. Six raincoats and sever

umbrellas .are hanging in the cloak-room, Two`pupils brought

both an umbrella and a raincoat. How many pupils are in

Miss Black's class?

Mr. Adams has nine birds in his pet shop. FiVe of them are

brightly,colored and five of therg. have good singing voices. I
would like to buy a brightly colored bird with a good singing voice.

Do you think Mr.Adabs has one?

Why?

156
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The Smiths and the Joneses are next door neighbors. The Smiths

have 5 .children, ,3 of whom are girls. There are '6 boys

in the two families: The Joneses have -4 chjldren. How many of .

the Jones children aregirls?

Here are the twobouses. Put in X's for boys and 0's for

-girls. This will help you find the answer.

Jonesgs Smiths

Here are three circles A, B, and C. Can yOu put in three

dot's so that:

circle A will have one dot in.it?

,cirCle will have two dots in it?

circle C will have three dots in it?

A.

4111Ph
B

157
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Let's tiVthat again.

9 4- 6 +

Now change the orde'r of th numberst.

6 4- .4 + 9 =

Is the answer tfie same?

Which:order do you like better? -,,

Can you. change the order of the numbers A Jo that the addition is

easier?

How? -

I

8 + 5

3 +. 7

3 + 8-

_ThereareT 2 ',planets clOsertaitle.sUn thgn.the;earthti The're.are

6, planets' farther from the sun than the earth. HoW.m'any,planets

are there all together (Do not forget the earth; it is a planet o!



4

Last year Mr. 'Fiviehad these trees in his yard:

4,4 ma

;,5 oaks... '4:

7 elms

ches

Durinb the winter a%torm knocked doWn 2 birches and
A L41' 0 lit

this summir theDutith elm disease killed `4 of the elms.

Tow mans trees Aoes Mr. FrankThave now?-

t
12. Each day a jest fre-rorn NOw. York fb Chicago and then

fromXhjcago toSanfrancisco: One day 30 'passenger? rode

110 ihe way4rOth NeW YOrk to San Francisco, 80 passenger? rod

orlIst as far as CtAeago, and .70 passengers gq,1 on at Chicago

anj-tipde to. Sap Fraftisdo.

many people rode ori.the plane th4t day?

How many Deo* wge On tl pigne between New York

an Chicago?
.0 -45

4-;

How many peoplf *ere on t planp between Chicago and
z& cit'

San Franciscoq rt,

NY

fP4

160



*Sums

1. Here is a set of numbers:

3, 2, 6

Find a subset of these numbers= whose sum is 8. Cross out

the numbers you have chosen and write them into this equation!

8.

The suth of the numbe'rs,left over should be 12 Write them in:

=12.

Do this one the same way. Cross out the numbers as you-put
J.

'them into ,the equations. Use each number only once.

1, 7, 5, 8

Now thlthis one:

8, 4

;,-c4

= 6

15

= 17

= 11

Can yo4u fi,Tid a subset of three numbers that add.up to 1

leaving2 subset of two numbers that add up to 11?

I
=` 1/

=. "11

161
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'This time write in your own-plUs signs.

7, 2, 6, 1.

Find another way to dditils.one:_,

Now do these the same war:

(a) 5, 4, \8, 8,

8

12

14

10

14

10

(c) (d) 9,

15

17

17.

15

Look back at problem 5. How many ways can you find to do

each of those examples.

. (b)

(c} (d)



.Here are some with three e ns to fill in. °

Remember to use each number-only once.

(a) 7, 2, 9, 3, '6, 6

= 9

= 11

= 13

(c) 8, 6,

14

= 15

5 16

163
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Make two equations out of these number5. Use'each number
,

once and only once. If you like.sou .may Rut Or more numbers

on the right side bfthe equation..

This time make three equations. Remember to,use eact

nimber once and only once'



*Magit Squares

Here is an array of numbers..

Add the, 41.4rqbers in;the rows

boxes 'al-.7tre ht. .v.:11-rst

numbers in tile columns!(1.0

and put the sins yokr get in th
"`.

one is done for-you. Not gdd the

-put the: sums in the circles alohg

al ttie sum of the numbers in the boxes?<

s the numbers in the circles:-..

NO02,ipok: the array.

VVItat i§thesiliri of the nine riuMbAlTs in the,'

arettie tOrseeurits .you have tqund,afilhe same?



Here is an array with some numbers missing. Fill in the

missing numbers so that the row sums and the ceelumn sums

are all correct.

Now try this one:

20

20

72



How many ways are there to do t one?

24

24

24

Here is one with four rows and four coluMns.

167
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2.0
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Two subset's of an array are called diagonal subsets.

arrays below the diagonal subsets are shaded:,

n the

Now do Problem 5 in such a way that the sums.Of the diagonal

subsets are also to equal to 15.

The array you will find is called a "magic square.,

168
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*Roman Numeral Arithmetic

In this lesson we are going to fear? do some arithmetic with

Roman numerals. ,`e,ou have probably seen Roman numerals on

clocks or: HI books.

Here are the first twelve:

V 10 .X

VI 11 XI

VII 12 XII

VIII

VIIII

This is the way the numerals were written in the earlytdays of Rome:

In rater times 4 was sometimes written- IV and 9 was sometimes

written, IX. In this lesson, however, we will write 4 with four

I' s and 9 with a V and four I's in the manner of the early

Romans. This will make the arithmetic easier.

Let's begin by writing some more Roman numerals.

these letters:

for

\/. for 5

X for 10

L- -for 50

C for 100 ,

The Romans used

.169'
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They also had some more letters for greater numberWul we won't

talk about those now To find out what number a Roman numeral stands

for:, you just add all the numbers that the letters stand for. For example:_

XI 0 + 1 = 11

Here are some other examples:

XVI 10 + 5

= 10:+ 1 + 1 + 1 - 13

CLXXV = 100 + 50 + 10 + 0 + 5. = 175 .

Q.

What numbers do these Roman numerals stand for?

Write out the sum as shown above.

VIII =

Cxi

xxxvi =

CCLXII

ion in Roman numerals:

VI14- II VIII

To add VI and II- all yOu have to do is put together all the

letters in both nuMerals: ,:Think about why this is so. Here

are some pore additions.that can be done in this simple way:



'+

X'Xl ;+7 II .7..

+ )(VT +

LX +.. XV =*

-
Now check your work 'by changing the Roman numerals into

'your everyday numbers.

The early. Romans.always wrote the lettei-s in order: firstthe
C's, then the L's,'.1then the X's, then the V's, then

the I's. Sometimes to do addition youhaite to rearrange

the letters. Try these. The first' one is done for you.

XII + VI .=

XII + V
XXIII + VI

LXI 4' VII

CXV + LI +-X

a

Now try these. The first one is done for you.

CXI LVI =

CXXII +

V ccxiir, + LI

III + XXXI + CV



So far we have juit put together the letters in the nurrbers to

be added. SoMetimes addition is,,a little more. Complicated. If,
.

forexaMple, we' just pit together, the letters:_in This addition
4,

example:

we get But the RormtVleygr wrote five I's together
1.4

Insteid, they,wrote re are the rules the Romans used

(1) No numeral ever has more than four. I's in it

(2) No nuTneralever has more than one ,V in it..
(3) No Tlumerai everhas" more than four X's in it.

(4 No nureral ever has more thanone L in., it..

f5) No numeral.ever has More than four C' in it

The,;Romans alSoused.theseletters:

D fpr ,500

M for 1000

Whatdo.0 think the-Romans' role for D

(6) .- No numeral ever has more than ,D in it. ,

.

Now .Use Mese rules. when you do the following,additon exernples:_,:

The first two are done for you.

.4.. II V
e

MI 4.. Ill XV I

XXXIIII + III

" + LII =

172'



y V =

CV + XVI + V

+. XV =

+ XV + V / =

MaX/ + V +. XV/1

VIII +' III

Now do these:
g

r XXXV

LV + CLV

XXII + XXXIII =

MLV .4xy + LVI.I

C14/I +, LXII + LII

XXX. + XV + DVI =

a.

1

Ournurnerals 2, 3, 4, ... are called Arapic numerals:

Writethese problems. in Ronian numerals. Then do them in

Roman nUMerals. Check ydur answer by adding the regular

w*: The firSt-pne is one.forlou.



27 + 18 :-

XXVII + XVIII

55 + 24 =
AP+

63 + 14

45.4

XXXXV

1

A .
NotrY some subtraction. Figure out tie rules for your§elf.

XXIII XII

VIIII =

XVII XVI =

2= V "c,=,

X 7

L-

'17.4

4.



Describing Points by Numbers.

0 1 2..3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 .1 15 16 17 18 19

,..`34464( points A, B; C, D.

`Point A has the coordinate 10..
\

Point B has the coordinate 3.

Point C has t4 coordinate 17.

Point. D has the coordinat

omplete the following:

The length of AB isi(10 3) units o unitS.

The rengt-II of BC ( ) units or its

The length of CD -is ( 1 units or units.

The total number of units in AB,
-=

, and Cu is

is units.

175-



2.

Mark points A, B, C, D.

Point A. has the coordinate 2.

Point B is 3 units to the right of
.

Point C is 5 units to the left of B...
Point D is 11 units to the right of C

B4' has the coordinate

7

C has the coordinate/
0 42

D has the* coordinate

0

11 p

The length of BC .,is
6 e

The length of AD

units.
a

units.

V

176



Motion on a Line

When George goes home from school' he passes a Jong fence.

The picture shows "the fence. The dots are the fence posts.

George.likes to describe the posts, with

He describes post A by the number 4.

He describes post Es by the number 5:

6 V3Draw a ring around the post he describes I.4h iiimber

Can George describe all the posts with Aole ilarribers?
< k., ,..

Sally does riot like the may Gegrge describes the.PoStS,.,

She says the numbers thatAtsciibe A A. :arid p. Stitiu ct.bectivand $7:
,, . r t2', ',:, . . A_

, ...,
! a

Put a cross on thepost Sally4resclepes:by the-pumper O.
4,,,',.

Can Sally describe all the pdists.by Wholenum_llefs?
:

.;t



:Pretend thisnuMber line shows a railroad trac

train is on the track.

Its' ends ar.e at L and'

.

41r
yr

redttie trick Wherethe_ train is. standing.

Pofnf.:.1;!.i4sCr.lbed. the numberPint
.v .

ihe.e th of.

Thq.Ara.n. to the .right

.61c0 I and,

Pdint P is..46.s4ribed:,by..numbet

Point

e'14'

Color green the track where the trairris now.

o

1 &4
*



fends. eiziescribtd by numbers 2 an

WictrViejtrackuhere the train is standing.

r ,.crosses the track at T.

car is on the road.

the car cross-the tracP

train moves to the right.

-5 The front of the train is described by the number 13.

The back of the train is described by the number

Can the car now cros e track? ,

179
A

I(

185.
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Pretend this number line shows a railroattrack.

10 11

A train is on the track.

Its ends are at L and M.

A. road crosses the track,at a point X:.

Point X is described by the number .51.

Can you imagine the point. X?

The train moves 46 .units to the riaayd stops.

Zg
Its ends are described by the numbers. and

Has the train crossed the road?

r

It

c 4i10 4



Coordinates in a ane
4

Dray; segments joining the following points in order:e

.(10, 4) (10,-6) (12,6) (12, 7) (11, 7) (12 7) _(12,;8)

(13, 8) (1240) (13, 11) (13, 12) (12,13) (8, 13) (7, 12)

(7, ( 8, 6) :(8,4).

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6.

5

4
3

2

1

N

1 2 6 7 10 II 12 14 15 16 1 7 ~)8 1 9

110

What did You find?



I7
16

15

14

13.

, 11

10
9

8

6

5,

4
3

2

1

0 I

T

t-

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18.19

crf

Use your ruler to draw the line through the points (6, 1) and (2, 5L

,Other points which seem to lie orrth is line are (i ( ,

,
( ( , ( and .1

182
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17

16

15

14

13

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

-4
3

2

1

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 li 2.13 ILI 6' 17 18 19

J.

Use your ruler to drathe line through the points (4,11 and (12, 13).

SOme other points which 'seem to lie on this line are ( -and ( ,

also ( 1 and (

'.c

183
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Draw segments joining the following points in order :.

(2, 13) (2, 9) .(2,11) (4, 11) (4;9) (4;13).

Draw segments joihing the_following points in order :

(7, 12) (5, 12) (5, 10)- (6,10) (5, 10) (5, 8). (7, 8).

Draw segments joining the following points-in order:

(8; 11) (8, 7) (10, 7).

6raw segments joining the following points in ord&r:

(13, 6) (11, 6) (11, 10).

Draw segments jollying the following points in order: ,y`
o

(15, 5) (16, 5) (17; 6) (17, 8) (16 9) (15 9)

114, a) (14,,6) (15, 5).

.What did yffiu find?
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16

15

14.

13

12

II
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9
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6
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Give numbers describing 'A,

), C( ) .0(

Draw- AC and 13D. Call their point of intersectiorf E

Give nu,mber describing

Thplength of BD,, is

DiaW' AD:: 6)6.

nurni3irsdestribing the poirits wnere and

meet the bdttom line.

Draw'. AB and What kind of figure is A BCD?

e umbers Klescribing the,point where. CD meets the'



17

16

15

r

B

Idt
9

T

6

2

r

'0 .1 9 10``1I 12 13 .14 15; 1.6 17 18 19

0

t

487 h-
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g
6. Make a figure on the facing ag.e.

1 ,

.,

only
l . 4

Use only segments whose eindpoIntS are described by whole numbers.
t,

....

.11, I , . ,.. .

Use the numbers to tell_hr7iw to draw your' figure.

I.

See if a claitsmate can follow your dirctit. ions witholkseeing

O

4

II



0

/0-

5

4

4

I

V"

I

r

4

-1
41/

1

11,

6 \7 .9 10 11 12 13 14_ 5 16 17 18
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Pictures in the Plane

Look at pieligure on the next page.
, I

The numbers describing A, B,

B(

,Rove 7 Units to the right and .4--
.

Call these new points

R areThe ntImbeis describing, P, Q,

.QI. R(

Mark P, 9,

Draw Qf, ands RP 1 . r
fake atracirig1bf. QABC. #

Does this tnaci exactly fit on PQR ?

up from- each point.

,

Do you` i-nd ABC congrUent to. , LPQR?

qomplete they able below to shoal c6gruent sides and angles.

_ -
BC

LBCA

PR,

RPQ

190
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Picturees in the Plane

IT

16

"15

14

'13

11

I0

9

8

7.

6

*4,

I

4

4 5

5-.
t

4

8 9 0 11 12 13 14. 16

197.
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pictures \in the Plane

1. The pairs of nucbers describing ;A, B, C, D, are

A(2, 12) B(0,7). C(7, 3) D(5, 9).

5
**

Points .P, 9, R, S 'rare found by adding , to the first

number, in each parr.. .

The secpnd .numbert'are not changed.

Thpair's of numbers describing Q: R, S are

), St

:Mark A, B; C,

.4' 0
DraW quadrilateral

lIgavo quadrilateral pQRS.

Make a tracingig A BCD.

f-tCan- yotai he track ono.:PQRS?

e.

- .

ABCD 'congruent to PQRS?

)
4

Q, 5 - on,the opposite page.

ti

o N.

4.

\t .. 1.

1.'ety °* t



Pk in he Plane"

17
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15

14

13

12

11

10
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1

a

*ft
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ti

9 10 11 12 13 14 .15 16 17 18 19
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bers describing A; B, C, D, E are

A B(5 C(2, 2) 6(11,1) E(6,131.

Points P, Q, R; S, T are found by adding 6 to the first

number in each pair and 2 to the second number.

4
The pairs of numbers describing P, Q,. R, S, T are

. 13( , Q( R(

S( , 1, T(

Mark all these poipts on the opposite page.

.

'Draw Al, BC, .5, [FE- EA.
o

Draw 17Q,

Make a tracing of ABCDE.

Can you fit the tracing on PQRST?

Is ABCDE ..congruenf to .PQRST.?



JO II 12. 13 14 15 16 17. 18 19
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Enlailgilig Segments on the Number Line.\ .
Points A, B, C are shown ori the number line:-

ti

0I 234- 6 7 9.10 11 12 13 .14 15 16 17 1g

se;

The number describing point P is-two times the number for A.

The number describing point. Q is two times the number for B.

The number describing point R is two times the number for

Mark poirits P, Q, R on the line.

Show below the number describing each point.

P

Show below the number of units in each segment.

AB BC t PQ. QR PR

Is PQ twice as long as AB"?

Is QR twice as along as BC?

Is PR twice as long as AC

197
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Color AB with a red 'crayan.
, ,

the:nbmbers describing A and B by 3.

These new numbers are

Call the new poir'its P and Q. -

Mark 15 and Q on the line.

ColOr PQ. wjth a blue.drayon.

The length of PQ .is

)

Look_at the number

,

times the length of

.

4

The number describing P is

The number describing Q is

The length of PQ is

times the number describing, A.

times the number de cribing 'B.

times the length of Ail., -1

Are the three numbers you wrote in the blenks the same?.

198
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Enlarging Piatures
e

A: Look at the,figure on page 201.
4

The coordinatet of A; B, are

A( : ; B( 1`, C( 1

Multiplye numbers by 2.'

Call the new points S, T W.

The. coordinates of S, T, W are

S( T( W(

Mark the points S, T, W.

Draw A STW.

Draw a ring aroUnd.each comfit answer beipw.

Is ST. twice as long as AB? es No

Tell how you fou rid out

Is SW twice as leng as Ac?

Is VV1" twice as long as .CB?

Yes s Nd.

Yes. NO

05r Make a tradirlg of A ABC..
o

Is .n,BC congruent to.ASTVV? Yes No

Is LTSW congruent to &BAC? Yes No

Use the tracing to died. -

Name the angle Congruent to L ABC..

-Name the angle congruent to LTWS.

200
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Look at quadrilateral
=

'Multiply all coordinates of these poipts-by 3

the n points R,J S.

4
Thecorirdinates of Fr, Q, R, S are

P( Q( , 1, S(. ,

Locate points P,. Q, R, S. _

Driw.quadfilateral PQRS.

Is PQ three times as long as AB?

Is cii? three times as long as BC?

Is f three times as long as CD?

Is PS thr times as long as AD?

'Make a tracing of ABC D

Is the angle.at A congruent to the angle a P? Yes No

Yes Na

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

S

Use the tracing to find out.

The angle at B is congruent to the angle at

The angle at S i!1:ongruent to the angle at

The angle at R ,is cdngquent to the angle at

202
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17

16

15

14

13

,.12

11

fo

15

.-f

4

3

1

0,

0 1 2 3 4 5 8 9"10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Make a larg-er picture of the boat on the facing page.

'Multiply, all coordinates by 2.
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;ittok at Kfceii ie o the facing page.2.

ic8C1)41s.a*ale drawing of the floor. of-a,

PQRS shows a taAleln his room.

See the scale below the picture.

e.

(
Each small segment of this scale showsa one-foot segment in the toom.

Lay off this scale on the edge of piece of paper.

Lay it off several times to make a sale at least 20 units° lonig.

Use the scale to find the folloWing dista

(to the nearest foot).

Length of longer' side

Length of shorter, side

Longer side of table

Shater side of table

4`
'Distanc e matching DB ft.

..

ces in therooM"

4.

s

Distance from the point matching C to nearest corner ef the table

ft.

Distance froinlhepoint matching C to farthest of the table

.,...

208



Wing Scale Drawings

209



tiibk at the figure on the facing page.

It is part of a map;-

See the scale below the map.

Each little segment on this'scale stands for one mile.

Find the folloWing distances:

.Shortest distance from Madison to Conway is miles. 4

Sbortest distance from Madiion to Eaton is . miles.

Shortest distance from Madison to Freedom is miles.

Shortest distance between Freedom and Eaton is

Shortest diStante-from Eaton to Madison to Freedom to Eaton ;is miles.

'DistanCe from Conway tton to Madison .to Freedom is miles.

210
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In'the pictures below rearrange the objects to form an airray prite.inthL4;

blankythe number of rows in yo4Parray anethenumfier of o6jects in each

tal

O 0000
O 0 0 0
O 0 0

by

14,4 fl `

11641164116-
11 116

116

11 116

..

by

000
O
o,

000

10,

WS,
-



The Number of Elements in an Array f'

Draw an array, thin fill-in the blank -

A 5 by- 3 array has elements.

A 7 by 3 array has

A 4 by 4 array h-as

at.

.elements.

A 4 by 6 array has elements.

A 4 iby 9 array has elements. An 8 by) array has elements.

A 3 by 6. array has elements.. An by 5 array has elements.

214
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Arrays- and Equations

Match the array wit6 the equation that desCribes it

6.

.. :
ft* * * *

* * * * *,* *
* .* *4- * * *

rj M.

c 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0

AAAAeg
AAAA

6
O 0
O 0

)00
o

o o
O o
O 0

000000
000
000
000'

H 0 0 0 0'0 0 0.
0 0 0 0 0,0 0.

p 0 0 0 0 0
O 0 0 0 0,9 Q
O 0 0 0 040 0

R.

I. -*** *****
. * * * * * * * * ..

**** * * * *
* * * * * * *

1) 8+8+8

2) 6x4=24

) 4 X 5 = 20

32 -5). 5 'X 6 = 36

6) 5 x 7 = 35 ,

7) . i -V 7 + 7 = 21 ,

3 + 3 + 3 + 3= 12 . 8) 5 x 3 = 15

9) 8 )c 2 = 16

215
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V MbItiplication Equations

.

Fir in the blanks:

Equation,:

Pr,oduci:

Factors:

0'.
Equation:

Product:

Factors:

1r

1'000'00'00
000'0000
0 0 0 010 0
.0000009

Prod

En:tors:.

,gt

*,***
* ***
* ***

Equation.:

Product:

Factors: ,

Equation: ,

Product:

Factors:

o
000

O 00
O 00
000
000

Equation:

Product: ,

Factors:

216



Equation:

P roduct:

Factors:

1111111E1Milla

1111M1111111111111
11 11111111111

E4uatire

irodtict:

Factors:
A,

Equation:

Product:

Factors:

U.
a -bc d
e f h

k

Equation:

P rod Uct:

,Factors:

1 badc
e h g

k 1

Equation:

P roduct:

Factors:

217
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A Multiplication Table

Write the product for each pair of factors, for example, 12,

anti 6 x 2 =

218
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How would you complete these equations?

x,0 = 2,

.
If zero ista factor, what is the product?

m.

If one is a factor, what is the product?

S.

219.



. ,

Other Factors

Start at 0 and 'count to 18 by. 2's.

What row in your chart ldoks like your answer to question 1?

What column?

Start at 0 and count to 18. by 3's.

What row in yoUr chart looks like your answqr to question 3?

WO column?

Start at 0 .and count to 18 by 4's..

What row in your ,chart looks like your answer to question

What column?

6,,

How can you tell just by looking at a product that it has 5 as a

factor.?

Why is there a row and a column that look like countingferom 0 to-'

)
18 by ets?

How many products appear in your chart only once?

Why?
220.



Prime Numbers and Products of Primes
Suppose you want to arrange a set of objects in an array. You can always

make an array with just one row like this:

000000000
orr just one object in each row like this:

But can you always make an array with mOre than one row and more than one

object in each row? Let's see. Can you do it with 12 objects?

If you can, draw the array here:

Can you do it with 9 objects? If yovan, drat', the array here:

Can you do it with 11 objects? If you can, draw the array here:

221



Now try it foe all the numbers listed belt*. For each number try to make

array with more than one row and more than one object in each row. If you

can do it, draw the array. If you can't do-it, put an X in the blank by the

number.

2 lI

222
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The numbers you..have marked with X are called prinie numbers. As you;

go higher, the prime numbers get scarcer, but rio matter how high you go°

there are always more prime numbers farther on. The set of prime numbers

forms imitsteriou's and irregular7looking pattern.

These numbers are called multiples of 2:

2, 4, 6, 8; 10, 12, ...

These numbers are called multiples of 3:

3, 6, 9, 121. 15, . 18, 21, ...

write here,the first ten m.ultiplds of 5:

a

. What special,name do we have for the multiples of 2?

Every number is "a multiple of 1, and every number is a multiple of itself.

In the list below put a 1 next sto every multiple of 1, put a 2 next to every

multiple of .2, put a 3 next to every multiple of 3, and so forth as far as

yOu can go.

12.

-13

14

15

16

17

223
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The three dots after 21 shotV that you could go on and on.)

How many numbers is. 8 a multiple of?

What is the smallest number that is a multiple of six numbers?.

What is the smallest number that is a multi* of exactly five

numbers?

Write Prime next to each number that is a multiple of no number

except itself and 1. Does this check with the prime numbers you

If not, go back and check yourwork.found rising arrays?

Do-you. remember. what product means? Whaitis the product of

2 ,and 5?

Every,whole number greater than 1 is either a prime number or can

be written as a product of prime numbers. Write each of the following

numbers as a product of prim-1 numbers. Be careful to use only

-prime numbers. Some of them are done tor you

224



gx 3x 5.30

How many numbers is.,40. a multiple of?

How many different arrays could you make with 30 objects?,

How many different arrays could ybu make with 100 objects?

225
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*Square and Tria tar Arrays.

I. 3 x 3 is sometiniles called the "square of 3." Can you think.wh

It can,be represented by a square array.

Write the squa es of the first six numbers and draw an array for each
/

one.
Z.

1 x-1=

2x2=
3 x 3 .

4 x 4

5,x5=

6x 6

2. Now do these additions':

1 + 3 =

+ 5 =

344+7-
3+5+730:9-

3+5+.74-9+

3. Compare the arNers you got in problems 1 and
. .

notice?



I

Make a 2 x 2 array by putting more dots. H90 many more dots did.

you have to,put in?

Now make it into a 3 x 3 array. How many"more dots did you need?
-

Now make it into a 4 x 4 array. How many more dots did you need?

Now make it into a 5 x 5. array. How,many more gots did you need?

Now make it, into a..6 F.6 array. HoWomany morelicits did you,need?.
.

.how loOk pack at problems` 1 and 2. Can you'explain; 'using what you

round out inproble 4, why you gotthe same answers to both
e

. problems 1. and 2

.6. , The numbers 1, 4, 9, :16, 25, 36, . etc. arecalled the.s.quare
numbers. They are the numbers of things in square irray. There. is
another set of numbers called the triangle n ber These areothe

numbers of things in triangular arrays. Here ar the first few
triangle numbers with ,their arrays:

2.32



r

Do these additions:

1=

1 + 2

1 + 2 + 3 =

1

1

1

0
0 0

o.

o a
,o o o

0 0
0 0. 0
0 0 0 Q 10

1

+ + 3 + 4 =

+ 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 =

+ 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6

Did you get the trian*.pumgers?

Explain why.



Hereare the first feW triangle mumbers:

`"--tet's-add them in pairs.

6 +;10A-:

104 15

+ 21 .-

21°4- 28

W at numbers did you get? Can you explain why?

Hint: Try to fit two triangular arrays together.

.4



* Multiplying and Adding

Here are two sets of numbers:

Set A: 2, 3,

Set '4; 6

Write'down all.the pairs of nUmbers you can make taking the first

number from Set A and the second from Set B.

We .can show the set of number pairs you have just written by means

of an atray:

2

Set A . 3

5

Seth

4 6

,fach dot in the array stands for one of the possible number pairs.

Compare your list of pales with the array. Do they check?



2. Multiply each pair of numbers in your lisfand put the product into this

array. The product of 6 and 3 has been put in for you to show you

where it goes.

5

1B

3. Add up the six n-umbers inside the array and put their sum in this box:

We will come back to this number.

4. Find the sum of the numbers in Set A: 2 + 3 +

And in Set B:

Multiply these two sums-together and put the product in this box:

4+ 6 ='

5. Now look at the:numbers you have in the two boxes (problems 3 and 5).
,

Are they the same?' If they are not, go back and check your work.- The

two numbers should be the same. To see why, look at this array.
4 6

O.

O.

4 A

0_

.

A
.

45

231



How many Bits are there in each of the rectangular pieces of the array ?.

How many dots are there in the whole arrayr

Now explain why you got the same number in proWems 3 and 5.

Fill in this array with the products of-the-numbers in Set A with those

in Set B. One prodact has been put in for you
Set Et,''

1
:t7

'4 '3

2

Set A 5

3

20.

What is the sum of the, numbers inside the prray?

Could you have found this out without actually filling in;the

array? How ?.

What is 13 x 13?.

Here is a way to find 13 x 13 using what we have learned. Fill in this

array with the products as before:

10

10

3

232



What is the sum of the numbers you put in the array?

is this sunrequal to 733 X 13?

Why?

Use arrays to find these products:

11 x 11

12 x12 -

'14 X 14 7

15 x 15 =

40. When we write

(2 + 3)-x (4 + 5)

we mean that you.must first do the additons inside the parentheses to

get

\ 5 x 9

and then,do the multiplication to get' 45.

When we write, -11-'?

(2 x 3) + (4 x 5)

we mean that you must first do the multiplications inside the

/. parentheses to get

6 + 20

and then do the addition toget 26.
f--

Always do what Is inside the parentheses,first.



Is this equation correct? Do the arithmetic to find out

+ 3) x (2 + 5) (2x 2) + (2 x 5) + (3 2) + (3 x 5)

Can you make product array to go with this equation?

Explain what the equation says about The array.
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